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Maya Angelou Launches Social Awarness
Week with a Preformance of Poetry and Song
by JetrFlnn
The College Voice
On Sunday night, September 25,
Maya Angelou gave a performance
and lecture at Connecticut College.
The lecture was sponsored by the
Society Organized Against Racism
(SOAR), as the flrst event of Social
Awareness Week (SAW) IV.
The audience was quiet as Ange-
lou walked out on to the stage and
began to sing, "I open my mouth to
the Lord, I won't turn back, No, I'll
see what the end is going to be .. ."
Angelou recited poetry of vari-
'ous black American authors and
also intertwined stories of her own
life and experiences. She talked
about the struggle of her childhood
and the need to read and write to
discover the "starch in the back-
bone".
Angelou is a performer, aulbor,
dancer, and actor. She has wriuen
screenplays, been nominated for a
Tony award, an Emmy for her role
in Roots,.the National Book Award
for I Know Why the Caged Bird
SIngs and many more various hon-
ors and talents .toher name.
Throughout .the performance,
Angelou dramatically stressed .the
recurring .theme of ignorance, why
we suffer from it, and who is to take
.theblame.
Wi.th a sttong voice, Angelou
Slated, ''There is no excuse for bl-
i.thering ignorance. We must avoid
ignorance and .theinternalization of
it, In lbe future, we must not project
it out on to others."
Angelou described how it is pos-
sible to rid oneself of ignorance and
a lack of awareness. "Because of
love-not a mushy, sentimental
love-but strength from tcve, "e
must develop a courage to combat
our ignorance.
Courage is our
most important
virtue."
Angelou also
stressed the ne-
cessity for a seri-
ous, unrelenting
education educa-
tion. She asked
that we all stop
and take time to
recognize the
physical place of
where we stand
in our institution,
life, and ideals.
"Realize that
you have been
paid for. Genera-
tions before you,
who did not even
know of your
face or name paid
for you. Take
your energy to
decide what you
will do. Prepare
yourself for someone .that is yet to
come. . .Increase your courage
because you owe i.tto your future .. "
Angelou emphasized her posi-
tion and feelings with readings
from poetry by- such authors as
Elaine Johnson, Edna Jensen
Melay, and Paul Lawrance Dunbar.
She called on us to "hear" the cour-
age that these authors spoke. "You
have to love yourself first, and lben
you can have coorage. Uyou do not
you are a dangerous person."
.Vandalism Damages
Estimated at over $3,000
Authorities Question Link in Events
Board of Trustees Set Goals for
Upcoming Year at First Meeting
or disapprove the planning proce-
dures. "The trustees were there to
be informed and suggest ideas, just
as we [lbe administration, faculty
and staff) suggested our ideas."
Gaudiani said that "regular com-
mittee work was central" to the
board meeting. During the day on
Friday the eight trustee committees
met to discuss various issues.
Those committees t/uIl met in-
cluded the Student-Trustee Liaison
Committee and the Student Life
Commiuee.
Y. Katoh, a member of lbe board
of trustees, said that he was "very
excited" about lbe way .thecommi.t-
tee meetings were going and added
that he was "pleased with .the
college's new presidenL"
According to Jane Bredeson,
secretary of .the college, Jean
Hadley, '48, was elected chair of
.the board of trustees and will lIS-
sume that position on October 3,
1988. Hadley is vice-presiden.t of
personnel and corporare relations .
Sec Tnlslees p.8
by Michael Borowski
TheCol~e Voice
Thursday, September 22, the
Connecticut College Board of
Trustees convened their first meet-
ing of the 1988'89 academic year.
According to Claire Gaudiani,
president of.the college, the goals of
the meeting were to present and
review .thestrategic planning proc-
ess, to review space planning goals
for the masler plan, review the fi-
nancial framework for reaching
goals, and to set trustee commiuee
goaJs for.the year.
Julie Quinn, director of college
relations, said tbat .there were two
'" pans 10 lbe ·five year plan. "Strate-
gic planning for the next five years
is what.the college will actually do.
The master plan deals with lbe
physical buildings on campus.
Basically,.the master plan is part of
lbe straJegic plan."
Quinn added that .the trus.tees
were no.t in any position to approve
See V.nefalls p.8
Features
On Saturday, September 24, three acts of vandalism occurred on the
Connecticut College campus.
"The vandalism that occurred last weekend will cOS.!in excess of
$3,000 and a breakdown will be available next week when alltheestimates
~ come in," said Ed Hoffman, Director of Operations.
"Somebody went on a pure rampage and it's possible that it was several
C" srodents,"said Dean of Student Life, Joseph Tolliver.
~ "According to Campus Safety reports, the damage that night included
• the library which had two (4'x8') plate glass windows broken by a.thrown
~ brown trash receptacle top and two pool windows broken, one (2'x4)
===========~!!!!!!!!!!!.~="""",,~~-'-"";~"""";--=--_77.,.......Jwindow and one (4'x8) window, by a thrown metal storm drain grate,"
Windows broken at ern from vandalism said Tolliver. "There were glass shards in .thepool and the filter so it had
to be drained and cleaned. There was also some spray painting that had 10
be scraped off the pavement but we're not sure if.there is a link between
thewindows and the paint," he added. In addition, a globe unscrewed from
the chrome strip of lights around .thedoor to .thewest side of Cro was bro-
ken.
"Official reports approximate that on Saturday, September 24 at5: 10
a.m, Campus Safety received a call from the Crozier Williams custodian
about pool windows being broken. The two officers were dispatched to
Cro and spoke to the custodian for about ten to fifteen minutes, The offi-
cers were returning to their vehicle when .they overheard voices saying,
'that's not lbe way you break glass ...this is: and witnessed three college
aged, white. males • .throw .theglass 'globe' into Ihe side of em where the
tennis courts are located.
Angelou stressed .the courage,
although not always realized, the
unidentified urge that enables us to
get out of bed .thevery next day and
say, "Good Morning."
New London Focus
Page 6
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~PRESIDENT CLAIRE LYNN GAUDIANI1 NEW LONDON - ClaireLynu Gandiani, '66, was inaugurated bislorically black colleges in ~e program. . .
as the eighth president, MId first aIumoa presidenl, of Connecticut A natural extension of the highly successful Alliances IS the
:! College 011 Ocrober I, 1988. Rockefeller Foundation Fellowships for Foreign Language
:;; Gaudianiisooeofonly 177 women atthebelmof2.l18Oaccred- Teachers. Gaudiani has received $2.1 million for this projectl ired higher edUCalional insIiIulions. which gt31t1Sstudy-abroad fellowships to high school teachers.
<.J Prior to coming to Connecticut College, President Gaudiani Gaudianireceived'herundergrnduatedegreefromConnecticut
~ speDt eight years at the University of Pamsylvania. She Iaught College in 1966, and was awarded the College Medal in 1987,the
French liIeralUre and the history and philosophy of science and highest honor Connecticut can bestow on a graduate or one asso-
was Acting Associate DirecIor of the Joscpb H. Lauder lnstiwte elated with the college. She was elected to Phi Bela Kappa, Delta
for Management and Inlernalional Studies. Chapter. at ceremonies marking the 50th anniversary of the
Gaudiani was pan of the founding ..... of the Lauder Jnstitute, chapter at Connecticut College.
She worb:d closely with faculty in humanities, social sciences and In addition to her teaching at the University of Pennsylvania,
management and with the corporate sector. This unique graduate she has also taught at Purdue University where she won teaching
program trains Americans to become international business lead- awards. Her M.A. and Ph.D. degrees were awarded by Indiana
ers in a highly competitive world. University.
Gaudiani is a specialist in 17th cenhlry French literature and the Gaudiani has held research fellowships from the American
history and philosophy of science of Ibis period. She has wrinen Council of Learned Societies and the National Humanities
three books: The Cabaret PoetryofTheophile de Vi",,: Texts and Center. In 1968. she was appointed to the American Association
Traditions, Strategies forDevelopmem ofF oreign LangUllge and of Higher Education's Board of Directors and Modern Language
Literature Programs, and Teaching Writing In the Foreign Las- Association of America's Advisory Committee on Foreign
gUllge Curriculum. She has just completed a fourth book, Fiat Language Programs, Gaudiani recently accepted an appointment
Lux: Lighl as Meaphor and Scielllific PhenomLnon in 17th to serve on the Commission on International Education of the
Century France. She has also wrinen more than 40articles on 17th American Council on Education. She also recently agreed 10
, century French Poetry, language acquisition and pedagogy, hu-. serve on the board of directors of the Connecticut World Trade
manities education, and management in higher education. President Gaudlanl Association.
Vision has been a hallmark of her career. Long before the reexamination of higher edu- She has consulted for the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Exxon Education
canoe engendered by A Nation At Rid: and High School, Gaudiani took a leadership role Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation and is a memher of'the Board of Trustees of the
in creating, through the Academic Alliances program, communities of learning which en- Hazen Foundation.
courage collaboration betw~ high school andcollege teachers within the sarnediscipline. Gaudiani is married to David Burnett, Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at
Currently more than lO,~ high school and college teachers participate in 300 alliances. the University of Pennsylvania. They have two children, 18-year-old Graham and 13-year-old
The MacArthur FoundabOllrecendy gt1IIIted litis project funds which will allow the number Maria.
of alliances 10grow to 800 and will also incorporate leachers from elementary schools and _Reprinted from the Inaugural Program Courtesy of the Office of College Publications,
And if that isn't enough reason
to look at a Macintosh today, here's
another:
Right nOw, you have three
chances to win one of Sony's
Discman" CD p!aYers-including
the exciting Sony Pocket Discman,
which also plays the new 3-inch
CDs. And even if you miss out on
the CD player, you may still win
one of 15Apple T-shirts. No
strings attached - just fill out
a registration fonn at the
location listed below.
So come in.and get your hands
on a Macintosh.
- If not for yourself, do it for
your folkS.' •• .: ."
. The powerto be your best:"
GetNs andBS for your ents,
Trya Macintosh today-you
may win a Sony Discman
Now that a new school year is
under way, we have an idea that'll
make both you and your parents
feel a bit more confident come
finals time:
Get a Macintosh" computer to
help with your homework.
Then you'll never have to spend
another all-nighter retyping a paper
just to purge a few typOs and
dangling modifiers. You'll be able to
crank out assignments that look as
though you bribed a friend in art
school And with an amazing new
program called HyperCard"-which
just happens to come packaged
with every Macintosh -you can
easily store, organize, and cross-
reference research notes to your
heart's content.
Visit your Connecticut College
Campus Computer Store in the
lower level of Hamilton Hall
Hours: ~onday/VVednesdaynFriday
12p.m.-4p.m.
,"
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Gaudiani Becomes 8th President of Connecticut College
Lauder institute, cited a president's
first commandment as being, "Ye
shall be fruitful and multiply ... the
endowment."
The keynote address was deliv-
ered by Richard W. Lyman, direc-
tor of the Institute of International
Studies at Stanford. Lyman was
president of Stanford from 1970 to
1980 and president of the
Rockefeller Foundation from 1980
to 1988.
During his address, Lyman
praised the college's selection of
Gaudiani as the new president.
"The college has recalled one of
its own products, not for factory
repairs, but to lead it towards the ~
21st century." ~
Lyman also said that "Claire •
Gaudiani is right for the responsi- ~I--==__"""".,..-,.._.,....,,,....,I
bility and I have a strong feeling 0 J"":::::::::'::":;"",",~:;::":""'
that Connecticut College is right for .J!
her." _
Oakes Ames presented Gaudiani ~
with the Connecticut College seal "-
which was created by the first presi- ~
dent of the college, Frederick "';~:':~~"d!::J;¥~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::'-~
Sykes, in 1917. President Gaudlanl receives the Connecticut College mace
Gaudiani was then presented
with the Connecticut College char-
ter. She said that she viewed the
charter as a "visible sign" of her
pledge to Connecticut College.
Along with the seai and the char-
. ter, Gaudiani was presented with
\he newly designed college mace.
According to Jean Hadley, chair-
woman-elect to the board of trus-
tees, the mace was designed by
s Richard Schneller, '73, and was
h."- .donated by the Connecticut Col-
L::=======~pi:r=es::Ttd:;:e::n;t ;G~.;ud:;;l=.n:;l~A;=c~ce~p~ts~t;b~e';C~o-;;lIeg~e";C:;;b~.-rt~erJ'lege Century Club. The mace will
be used by the college marshall in
Mystic Highland Pipe Band. Sen- One such story described she and processions and ceremonies.
iors, faculty, alumni representing Gaudiani holding a candle light In her inauguration speech, Gau-
the 70 classes that have graduated vigil outside former president diani expressed that she was "hon-
from the college.trustees, and dor- CharlesE. Shain's house protesting ored to be the first alumna president
mitory governors holding their rep- "the doing away with milk and to lead this institution".
resentative dormitory flags also cookies during exam week." The new president announced
participated in the procession. On behalf of the student body, the Undergraduate Multi-Cultural
Invocations were made by both Sam Bottum, '89, president of the
Laurence A.M. LaPointe, associate Student Government Association
chal'lain, and William H. Story, (SGA),expressedtheirsupportand
president of the New London chap- their congratulations to Gaudiani.
ter of the National Association for He said of Gaudiani and other
the Advancement of Colored alumni, 'They are strong role
People (NAACP). models of what we can and should
Professor George J.Willauer.Jr., strive for in our lives."
the college marshall, expressed his Other greetings and congratula-
excitement over "the many riches lions were heard from Norma F.
by Michael Borowski
The College Voice
On Saturday, October I, 1988,
Dr. Claire Lynn Gaudiani, '66, was
inaugurated as the eighth president
of Connecticut College. The cere-
mony was held on Harkness Green
at 10:30 a.m.
Once the ceremony had ended,
the newly inaugurated president
called the ceremony "a wonderful
beginning based on our splendid
past"
That "wonderful beginning"
started with a procession led by the
""
Emphasizing the importance of
the bond between "that college up
on the hill" and the city of New
London, Carmelina Kanzler,
mayor of New London, noted that
the role of president of Connecticut
College "is very important to the
people of our city. During the past
year we have established a strong
link and a working relationship."
Ellen Beurnan, '66, who is presi-
dent of the alumni association,
proclaimed that this is a "new era
with Connecticut College's flrst
alumna president." Bettrnan also
shared some anecdotes from the
days when she and the president
were undergraduates at the college.
"1 commit myself and Connecticut College to
the future. I take courage from strength of
the faculty, staff, students, alumni and par-
ents who are already responding to my chal-
lenge. I take inspirationfrom the words of
Rabbi Hillel. 'If not now, when? If not us,
who?'" --- President Claire L. Gaudiani
on campus" in his official welcom-
ing statement.
The chairwoman of the Board of
Trustees, Britta McNemar, '67,
served as the master of ceremonies.
McNemar read a statement from
U.S. representative Sam
Gejdensen, who was unable to at-
tend the ceremony due to an emer-
gency meeting of the House of
Representatives. In his letter he
said that Gaudiani "will invigorate
and vitalize an already great col-
lege".
Glasglow, commissioner of higher
education for the state of'Connecti-
CUt Paton Ryan, R.S.M., chair-
woman of the board of trustees of
the Connecticut Conference of
Independent Colleges, and R.
Francis Johnson, dean of the fac-
ulty at Connecticut College.
Gertrude Noyes, '25, dean
emeritus of the college and profes-
sor emeritus of English, applauded
Gaudiani's "revivifying approach"
to leadership. In similar remarks,
Herbert Levine, co-director of the
Study Center, which will be based
on the Lauder Institute for Manage-
ment and International Studies at
the University of Pennsylvania
This new center will beadded to the
taged minority students. Beginning
in July of 1989, 200 students and
their teachers will come to Con-
necticut College for three weeks to
stud ,share ideas, and .ci ate
college curriculum as a program by
which students will gain profi-
ciency of a language and also learn
about the cultural, political, eco-
nomic, and social life of that coun-
try. This center will be the firstof its
\O.nd in \he nation.
, Gaudiani dubbed the 1990's
'The Global Decade, characterized
by a reorganization of the world
economic and political power
structure.' The Multi-Cultural
Center will be one way to focus on
this idea of "The Global Decade."
College support for student re-
search was also emphasized. "The
Global Decade demands that
American students engage in origi-
nal research," said Gaudiani.
Finally, Gaudiani announced
summer institutes for disadvan-
in athletic events.
"Minority students will look over
the edge of high school and see into
our college environment," said
Gaudiani. "They will become part
of the pool of students for whom we
and other colleges compete."
According to Gaudiani, the
Xerox Corporation has committed
its financial support to the summer
institute program.
In her closing remarks, Gaudiani
committed herself to Connecticut
College and to the future.
"1 take courage from the strength
of the faculty, staff, students,
alumni, and parents who are al-
ready responding to the challenge. I
take inspiration from the words of
Rabbi Hillel 'If not now, when? If
not us, who?'"
The Global Decade: Panelists Explore the Future of
the Nation, Education, and the Liberal Arts Student
by Lisa M. Allegretto
News Editor
'The Global Decade: The
1990's-- The United States in a
Global Context' panel discussion
was met with much enthusiasm by
the audience despite the over-
croweded seating arrangements
and the faulty sound system.
Marion Doro, Lucy Marsh
Haskell '19 professor of govern-
ment and panel moderator, began
by saying, "Now that the Red Sox
have made their place in history, we
can think about ours." Dora
stressed the "urgency for us to think
about the futureand to participate in
the global decade."
The seven panel members
were given four questions to con-
sider in advance and to relate to
their own area of expertise. These
questions included taking a look at
the global decade back 10 years and
forward 10 years in relation to their
own profession. considering how
students might be better prepared
for the future and how liberal arts
education might be changed to
meet the needs of the future.
Gwendolyn C. Baker, national
executive director of the Y.W.C.A.
of the United States, felt that educa-
tion must be made available to all
people regardless of their back-
ground.
"Our task is to find ways so that
other people will have the opportu-
nity to experience an education,"
said Baker.
Baker felt that there had been
progress made in the advancement
of women and minorities in the last
10years but not enough. "There has
to be more opportunites for educa-
tion, employment opportunities,
etc.," said Baker.
According to Baker the United
States is becoming more diverse
but along with that progress there
are also problems such as health
care, education and stress. "Urban
education is disastrous,' said
Baker. "We must work on improv-
ing ther plight of our youngsters."
Baker stressed the need to look
at the effects of not educating the
urban youth. These effects include
drugs and unwanted pregnancies.
Martha Myers, HenryB. Plant
professor of dance at Connecticut
College, said that "without an
education we're not prepared to
move out of our local environ-
ment."
McGeorge Bundy, professor
of history at New York University
and former assistant to the Presi-
dent for national security affairs
under John F. Kennedy and Lyndon
B. Johnson, stretched his look back
at the global decade to the early part
of this century. He pointed out that
at the begining of each of the dec-
ades of the 20th century no one
could have forseen the histoical
events that took place during that
time period.
Judith Licht, '66, entertain-
ment editor for WNYW Channel 5
in New York City, spoke about the
See Panel p. 16
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Do Connecticut College Students
Deserve Their Reputation?
Letter to tbe Voice:
It really is a sad development because it's one that we as a college community seem so willing to accept and
let slide. I'm speaking of the demeaning verbal abuse and harassment of Campus Safety officers. It strikes me
as baving very sinister roots, this attitude which many members of the community seem to lake, that we are
somehow better than Campus Safety officers and therefore need not treat them with the same respect that we
would ask for ourselves. Are we fulfilling the disparaging stereotype of the Connecticut College student arro-
gant, snobbish, and ignorant?
The reports of abuse are widespread. In the past the Judiciary Board has dealt with such cases and so we will
in the future, but the point is that it shouldn't require the threat of punitive action for people on this campus to
simply have the same respect for others as we would ask for ourselves. This is something that we as a college
community need to promote. One of the best ways we can start to achieve this end is through the most simple
act of social censure. Let these people know ,these unintelligent and unfeeling elitist pigs, that you as an individual
and we as a community in no way condone this thoughtless behavior.
Our community is a small one and it is one in which an issue like this can be resolved. Respect is very little
to ask from your peers and associates and it is something we all need ...even Campus Safety.
N. Jansen Calamita
Judkiary Board Cbairman
Students Are Outraged By Vandalism
Letter to tbe Voice: honesty and respect Under the undo the work of a few inconsider-
Connecticut College is a com- Honor Code, each of us has a re- ate people. We feel robbed.
munityofmorethan2000 individu- sponsibility to this community. An These individuals do not de-
als. Rights of the members of this integralpartofthatresponsibilityis serve to be a part of Connecticut
community were unjustly and un- the recognition thatJ-Board exists College. They do not understand
fairly violated by incidents of van- for our benefitand that its effective- what this community means, nor do
dalism occuring recently on they understand the re-
campus. Windows in Cum- sponsibilities of our
mings, the library and Croz- Honor Code. By not
ier Williams were shattered, turning in the vandals we
vulgar graffiti littered the underminetheveryprin-
main road and other areas on cipals which guide this
campus. As a result of these institution. Expulsion
selfish acts, the community will prove that imrna-
pool must be drained and re- lure, narcissistic behav-
filled, expensive window ior is not tolerated by the
panes replaced, and graffiti individuals who live and
removed. The damage will share this communal
cost the College significant space.
monies and cost students, Exercising our free-
faculty, and employees L_J~~~~~~~~~~-=:I~~Jdom to do something
weeks of time. Loss of rno- about this problem is a
rale is more difficult to measure. ness depends upon its use. privilege and a responsibility.
The individuals who partici- If the persons who were in- We are annoyed, frustrated,
pated in this mindless escapade had volved in these incidents are not angry, violated, offended, dis-
no right to destroy and deface the forced to pay for their damages, the gusted and appalled.
property that belongs to the three of money must come from the Col-
us as well as other members of the lege. Funding for student clubs and
College. The philosophy which organizations, theoretically, will
governs this institution demands then be taken away from the entire
we work together to maintain truth student body and rechanneled to
Mach Arom '89
Alison Knocke '89
Amy Wheeler '89
,
The College Voice accepts and Correction:In the Sept 2nd issue an article
encourages all readers who have concerning the new person for
interests or issues concerning the
the college's fundraising activi-
ties was incorrectly introduced.
community to write. Have your
His name is Lynn Clapham. He
is from Kenyon College and his
views heard in Viewpoint. title is Dean of Institutional Ad-vancement. Please excuse this
error,
Last weekcnd was atumingpoint in Connecticut College's
hisrory. a tumingpoint that may signal this College becom-
ing a "dry campus." In one night, the night of the infamous
"TwiligbtZone" (a.k.a. Booze Cruise) there was over $3000
worth ofVl'ndalism perpetrated on campus; there were ap-
plWlmately 14 people in the infirmary due to alcohol poi-
SODiDg.
Bversince theConnecticut state drinking age was raised to
21 a few years ago, the College has been systematically
making it more and more difficult for underage students to
consumealcobol atCollege sponsoredevents. Such events as
the Booze Cruise, student sponsored, seem to be exempt;
this, obviously, makes it more attractive to the underage
populous.
Ifthese aets of vandalism can indeed be even circumstan-
tially liked to the Booze Cruise, an. alcoholic eventheld for
the primary purpose of jammingaboat-Ioad C!fcollMe
students together to drink alcohol; andiftbe.a1,Co .
deed being dispensed freely tostudents.n
age, the nature of this evenrneedstobe ¥
andreevaluated.
More importantly, ifthev8ll(i
alcohoVdrugs are interrelated;
student body as a grcQUp Qul1
ofsuchcousumptiOll; balnSheJ
are HOssible$OI!!tio
MostofCo
groupofirre
haps Wen
consu
B
li6mrtell
fi'rnW:Y
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CONNTHOUGHT
I
f
0"
"-
numbers of Connecticut College !
Sludents present, reaction to their
turnout was mixed. Heruy l
Sargent, '89, said, "Its 100 bad ...
not enough students were there
because we are pan of the com-
munity and its such an important
issue." On the other perspective,
Nancy Hughes, '89, claimed,
"Proportionally, the turnout
from the college was commend-
able compared to the community
turnout,"
Community Rallies For Environmental Awareness
A public information rally was
held on September 25, 1988 at Fort
Griswold in Groton. The rally,
sponsored by the group "Citizens
Against Pollution", was designed
to raise public awareness about the
issue of toxic waste in the local en-
vironment
·We're not here to attack indus-
try, we're here to educate ourselves
and work with industry," said Wall
Matthews, one of the rally organiz-
ers. "We want to make the environ-
ment safe for ourselves and our
children."
The rally commenced with a
number of speakers, mostly local
politicians and people from envi-
ronmental organizations. Many of
the state's larger political figures
.sent statements of support These
included Senator Christopher
Dodd, Senate candidate Joe Lieber-
man, and Congressman Sam
Gedjenson.
Dr. Ed McDermott, who spoke at
the fireside forum about Toxic
Waste in Abbey House a few days
prior to the rally, had been vital at
spearheading the recent efforts gal-
vanizing community action. He
gave a rundown of the local
industry's toxic waste disposal fa-
cilities and
its potential
health
threats.
In addi-
tion, he I
stressed that
the commu-
nity is
equally re-
sponsible for
improving
the environ-
ment "We
can't say to
industry not
to usechemi-
cals when
we're using
develop-
ment .. we
must de-
mand more
money,
monitoring,
and recy-
cling."
:- ........ ~~ ~ Although
~ the turnout
Ii! at the rally
~seemed
~ small com-
" pared to the
~l a r g e
~ a.mount of
~. Iield space
... reserved, it
was esti-
Students and community members convene at September 15th ran,
chemicals and pesticides."
"You can only injure nature so
many times before she will die."
''There is so many discharges
going into the river its tough to
budget my time," said Ron
Whitely, President of Thames
River Watershed Association.
"The Thames River water quality
was ratedSC, which means its only
partially swimmable or fishable."
To solve the problem Whitely
remarked, "We need to add staff to
Both Hughes and Sargent
spoke optimistically about future
action dealing the toxic waste
problem. "People there were
concerned ...that is a start," said
Hughes. "We are now aware of
these issues and we should set an
example ...we should try to be
role model for recycling and a
cleaner environment here on
campus," said Sargent
After the question and answer
period, the rally ended with a walk-
ing tour along the river of the indus-
trial sites in Groton and New Lon-
don.
the DEP (Department of Environ-
mental Protection). We must proj-
ect our concerns louder than the
industrial lobby ."
Kate Robinson, member of the
Connecticut Fund for Environ-
ment, agreed. ''The average citi-
zen must rely on local and state
agencies that don't have enough
money ...additional funding is
need SO the DEP can do its job."
She continued, ''We need funds
for alternative resource energy
mated that 250 people attended.
People who were there were con-
cerned about the issue as evidenced
by the question and answer period
which followed the speakers. As
mentioned by a few speakers, a
positive aspect to the turnout was a
large number of children who at-
tended. These activists-to-be car-
ried homemade signs which said
slogans such as "Please don 'tpollute
the water." by Tim ZieglerVoiu MlIgaz.iM
New LondonIFeatura EditorAlthough there were noticeable
mon practice, the decision to bomb Libya
would have been averted because it violated
Muarnmar Quad<iaffi's territorial integrity.
Integrity, to this writer, is an anomaly when
discussing Muarnmar Quaddaffi. Nonethe-
less, this tenet is the catalyst around which
Dukakis' foreign policy takes shape.
Among the long lists of positions in Criticism of this belief has not been reo
George Bush's life of public service, several strained. According to numerous respected
indicate an extensive grasp of sensitive for- foreign policy crafters, this belief that Inter..
eign policy matters. The Vice President has national Law carries a higher importance
visited over one hundred Heads of States, than United States national interest makes
directed the Central Intelligence Agency, Michael Dukakis a dangerous man to be
served as Chiefof theLiaison Office in China, allowed to make foreign policy decisions in
and he was Ambassador to the United Na- Washington, D.C.
tions. Dukakis' critics are no less numerous
Theresultsofforeignpolicyemployedby than they are well respected. This group in-
theReagan-Bush Administration have engen- c1udesHenry Kissenger, who recently spoke
dered peaceful coexistence among nations out against Dukakis' stance on the Strategic
around the world. This team's policy of strong Defense Initiative. It includes Zbigniew
defense has directly quelled the r---~------, Brezezinski, Carter's Chief of
wars in Nicaragua, Afghanistan, the National Security Council,
and Angola and prevented one in _ who expressed deep concern for
Grenada. Such defense also has the Massachusets Governor's
brought the Soviet Union to stance which is "not in touch
agreeC?entlassonthe
f
Nelimlinationof , wi~ Ibi-Partll'sandJforeignKirkpapol-
an enure c 0 uc ear weap- ICy. t inc u es ean -
ons: the U.S. Pershing lA and trick,formerU.N.Ambassador,
Pershing 2 missiles and the Soviet who fears that Dukakis would
SS-4, 55-5, 55-12, 55-20 and 55-23 mis-
siles. This intermediate Nuclear Force
Treaty, which Bush himself helped design,
will lay the groundwork for a continual trend
away from military confrontation and to-
wards a multilateral Strategic Arms Reduc-
tion Treaty.
Young Democrats/Republicans
Defend Candidates' Views
on Foreign Policy
by David Steele Ewing
Vice President Young Democrats
Foreign policy under the Reagan/Bush ad-
ministration has gone from bad 10 worse to
ridiculous. America has changed from a re-
spected ally of many to a country who has
imperialistically sought to influence every
comer of the globe. This has lead to many
conflicts, mishaps and problems for the
United States. which benefitted Reagan's illegal war in
The Reagan/Bush agenda for the nation's Nicaragua is another example of misguided
foreign policy has been one of paranoia and foreign policy. Reagan's so-called "free-
inconsistency. President Reagan has sought dom fighters" have been terrorizing the
to expand the influence of America in many people of Nicaragua while accomplishing
areas in which the United States' role is un- very little. Yet despite the scandal and cor-
clear. Flagged tankers in the Middle East ruption Reagan still insists on funding the
have led to flagged coffins in the United Contras to fight his illegal war.
States. The Middle East involvement has Michael Dukakis has been criticized by
also strained relations among the super the Republicans for not having enough for-
powers. eign policy experience due to his status as
While the United States has recently im- governor. But in fact,someofthePresidents
proved its relationship with the Soviet Union most noted for their foreign policies, such as
there still remains tension from ,c.:...c.----"=='-'-'-l Franklin D. Roosevelt, have
both sides due to mixed signals . been former governors.
coming from Washington. The Dukakis, unlike Bush, wanted
once "evil empire" is now not so a Vice President who has great
bad to President Reagan but he knowledge and experience with .
continues just to be interested in the United States foreign policy,
short term goals with the Soviets Senator Bentsen provides
instead of developing more con- Dukakis with a greater insight
crete agreements. Reagan has and even different views of
used macho domination tactics to attempt to America's foreign policy.
change and influence others. This has led to Michael Dukakis seeks strength in foreign
corruption and bungling by himself and his policy but would not violate laws or place our
"American heros" military in unstable areas which their role and
One of the biggest disasters of the current safety would be in jeopardy. His vision for
administration has been the Iran-Contra foreign policy is to bring respect back to
scandal. Reagan's biggest promise during the America from not only our allies but also the
first hours of his Presidency was that he rest of the world. He will provide the strength
would not make deals with terrorists, but not necessary for executing foreign policy sue-
only did he violate the law and trust of the cessfully while not deceiving the American
United States government by trading arms to public. When Michael Dukakis steps in to the
Iran, he has embarrassed himself and the oval office in January as Commander-in-
entire country. Reagan claims he did not Chief, no one will care to ask "where is
know what was going on and Bush says he George?"
was not around. The American public must
continue to ask who is running the country
and of course "where was George?"
The money from the covert operation
George Bush's very influential role in
these successes display his desire to strive for
peace through the effective use of strength.
This type of strength Michael Dukakis con-
tinually and monotonously belittles. In fact,
the policies of the Democratic candidate fly
in the face of mainstream American foreign
policy.
Dukakis wants International Law to su-
percede National Security. If this were com-
return us all "to the doldrums of the seven-
ties." It includes George Schultz, the most
moderate member of Reagan's team, who
comprebends the dangerous ramifications
behind Dukakis' proposed move of the U.S.
Embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusa-
lem. It included Sam Nunn, who remains ap-
prehensiveofDukakis' foreign policy views.
And finally and most importantly, it includes
Lloyd Bentsen, who does not support Mi-
chael Dukakis' opposition to the Strategic
Defense Initiative, the Contras, and to gen-
eral, comprehensive, and effective defense
spending.
by Tom Hunnewell
Treasurer College Republicans
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IProfessor Thompson Brings Us Africa
general knowledge of ity of life. He encourages his stu-
geography and rudi- dents 10 share their joys and sor-
menlalY pinciples of lOWS wiIh him. "Nobody can do
government so that everything that one desires 10 do.
they can better under- Some things you choose 10 do,
SlllIld the personalities others you most do," said Th-
of various COIJlIlries. ompson. His hobbies include pho-
Thompsoo wishes 10 tography ,listening to a broad range
educate SlUdents about of music, and playing raquetball
the evolution of Afri- and tennis.
can peoples 10 help Thompson's first impression of
them understand their the students here is that they are
present predicament very warm and friendly hoth in and
He hopes also that his out of class and that they have
courses will generate shown real enthusiasm. These
"enthusiasm for serv- qualities in tum make him even
ice in or 10 the conti- more enthusiastic ahout teaching
nent [Africa]:' His here. He sees the college as a whole
main objective, how- as an increasingly international
ever, is to "contribute community. However, he hopes to
to a more rounded cur-get more good maps relating to
riculum for the col- Africa since the college has a lack
lege." of them at present
One of Thompson's Thompson is very excited thathe
interests outside of now has a permanent position here
teaching is discussing at Connecticut College. He is
wilh students the envi- happy to be "no longer a visitor.'
ronment and the qual-
',I1ry.~
.ll 1loeC..... Vob
~-----
50 Vincent Thompson.
~ professor of African
~ dd Afro-American
~ History, is excited
about pioneering this
new department of
history at Connecticut
College.
Originalt y from
West Africa, Th-
ompson has lived
more than half of his
life in London, where
he received degrees
from the London
School of Economics
and London Univer-
sity. His education is
far from over, how-
ever. He noted thaL
"education is a con-
stant, never ending
process. No knowl-
edge is wasted from
the start." He knew Afro--AmerlcanHistory Professor Vincent Thompson
from childhood that he wanted 10
leach, 10"share ideas with people."
According to Thompson, leaching
should always be tied closely wilh
responses and insights from others.
Thompson first saw the adver-
tisement for his current position in
1986, and he applied readily. In
February, 1988, he came to Con-
necticutlO give a lecture. Accord-
inglO Thompson, "You can't get a
teaching position without giving a
lecture first,"
Thompson's resume is exten-
sive. He has gained leaching expe-
rience from positions at the Univer-
sity of Nairobe in Kenya, the Uni-
versity of Guyana in South Amer-
ica, the University of Zambia in
Central America, and the Univer-
sity of Michigan, to name a few.
Thompson hopes that his courses
will contribute to students' "uni-
versal leaming,' which he views as
the whole principle behind a uni-
versity. "America is the leader of
the western world, and it seems
rather sad that despite this leader-
ship simple information [ahout
other cultures] is not known by the
average person," Thompson said.
Thompson said that in Africa
children are taught very early a
J
Student Trustee Liaison Committee Unveiled
regular trustee, a position which is
holstered by their experience here
as a student. Well acquainted with
campus, the students, and the is-
sues, new alumni trustees provide a
fresh angle for the Board of Trus-
tees.
, Benjack points out that the trus-
tees form the most important gov-
erning hoard for this school, mak-
ing decisions that will directly af-
fect our academics, our facilities,
and student life, because we are
citizens of the campus. The Liaison
Committee wants 10 focus on the
pertinent issues, thus becoming the
link. "We want 10 promote, facili-
tate. and maintain communication
between students and trustees,"
explained Benjack.
Four times a year, before the
Trustees Weekend, the YATs meet
with the SGA Exec Board to dis-
cuss the issues, plan the agenda for
the weekend, and decide how best
to present each case. As a resource
for students, the committee can
address specific items and find the
right channels, sometimes resolv-
ing things outside the actual Trus-
by Melissa Burns
The College Voice
Connecticut College has al-
ways been a unique advocate of
student control and power when it
comes to determining the fate of
our school. One panicular com-
mittee, the Student-Trustee Liai-
son Committee, has received a lot
of attention in the wake of the first
Trustees Weekend of the year.
Each year, one person is elected
from the senior class to serve as a
trustee of the college. These
Young Alumni Trustees, or
YATs as they're called, represent
not only the class, but the entire
student body during a three year
term. The staggered terms allow
for three YATs to serve on the
Committee at all times.
Right now, Dave Benjack, '86,
is the chairman of the YAT Liai-
son Committee, with trustees Ed
Castell, '87, and Paul Hyde, '86,
working 10 bring the trustees in
touch with the students, and vice-
versa. These three YATscarrythe
same status and voting power as a
tees Meeting. ''The trustees are
very, very responsive and con-
cerned," said Benjack, "The first
Trustees Weekend went well."
Some of the topics discussed
included South Africa, the Honor
Code, and future plans for SGA,
always keeping in mind the long-
term concerns and goals. The
renovation of Cro has been in the
planning stages for a while. The
idea behind it is to "make it the
ultimate student union, working
within the constraints of the ex-
isting building," according to
Benjack.
The next Trustees Meeting
will be held in December, when
the idea of a Social Awareness
Panel will be explored. Made up
of students who represent all
types of minorities, whether it be
racial, ethnic, or sexual, this
panel will work to bring relevant
issues out into the open. Mean-
while, the YAT Liaison Commit-
tee will be working within them-
selves 10 bring the students and
the trustees in contact
STUDY ABROAD - SPAIN
Spend the Spring semester with a serious
program in sunny Spain.
Consult your fellow-students: Alicia Diem
and Heather Meeker. who are now there.
International Studies, St. Louis University,
221 N. Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103 1-800-325-666
ISISins -
Institute fer Soda I pal n
&lntematlenal
Studies
Barcelona
• Sodal Science - Humanities Curriculum
• High Academic Standards Conlact ISIS clo. . American Heritage AasudaUon
• Courses Tauqhl in English P. O. Box 425
• Homestays Available lake Oswego, Oregon 97034
• Transferable University Credit
• Financial Aid
NANG PHANtTHASACK
If You Are A Lover of Fine.
THAI Cooking
BANGKOK CITY
AUTHENTIC THAI RESTAURANT
123 Captains Walk
New London, CT 06320
Lunch Toes - Sat 11:00 - 3:00
Dinners Daily 5:00 - 10:00.
Tel. (203) 442-697~
Richard Sargent, Ph.D., will discuss the ISIS
Program Thursday, October 6 at 4:00 pm
In Blaustein Room 203 .
\W((DlF!.JD)§
OFTIIEWEEK
~Oatman
Lo and behold, another week
for delectable rarities of the
wordy type. Just back from a
safari through lexiconland, and
have bagged some goodies
along the way. Keep your Con-
tributions flowing through the
campus postal amazon: OAT-
MAN, Box 1787. Send in any
word(s), your name, and any
information ahout yourself or a
usage example if you wish.
NEPENTHE - n. A drug,
perhaps opium, mentioned in
The Odyssey as a remedy for
grief. Anything that induces
oblivion of sorrow or eases pain.
"Everyman's mental ailments
have a nepenthe. Mike's was an
overzealous consumption of
choco-bliss cakes." - Oatman
PABULUM· n. Any substance
that gives nourishment, food.
Insipid intellectual nourishment.
Soft or semiliquid food. as for
infants. Something lacking real
value or substance and consid-
ered unsuitable for the minds of
adults.
"The 1988 electoral college
stood agape as the deluge of
pabulum was troweled fortb by
the mellifluous candidates."
-Oatman
SPECIOUS·a~. S~ing~
fair, attractive, sound or true.
but actually not so; deceptive.
Having the ring of truth or plau-
sibility but actually fallacious.
"The bombastic krishna
parishoner took a specious tack
in his schtick as he claimed to
be an 'elecsrolux salesman."
- David Webster, '91
VITUPERATE-v. To rail
against severely or abrasively;
revile; berate. To be harshly
abrasive, acrimonious.
"After finding the large curd
cottage cheese mixed in with the
small curd, 1vituperated my
produce man and forced him to
eat a slice of humble pie."
- David Webster, '91
STUDENTS
Thank you
for your
patience and
understand-
ing with the
recent delay
in' issuing the
first student
payroll.
- The Accounting
Office Staff
=========================r
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~
cbemicals and pesticides.";'
"You can only injure~
nature so many times be-l;
fore she will die." 'TheIe:P
are so many discharg~
going into the river its ...
tough 10budget my time,"
said Ron Whitely, Presi-
dent of Thames River
Watershed Association.
'The Thames River water
quality was rated SC,
which means its only par-
tiall Y swimmable or fish-
able,"
To solve the problem
Whitely remarked, "We
§! need 10add staff 10the DEP
~ (Department of Environ-
.. mental Protection). We
~ must project our concerns
"louder than the industrial
~ lobby."
-c Kate Robinson, member
~.of the Connecticut Fund
• for Environment, agreed.,
L_-=::...:=.:....;:.....:;....=-==_==::.:.::.....=-==:.....:;.... -=;;;,..__ = --=""=-- __ .J 'The average citizen must
Toxle W.. te Rally at Fort Griswold rely on local and state
In addition, he stressed that the agencies that don't have enough
community is equally responsible money ...additional funding is
for improving the environment. need so the DEP can do its job."
"Wecan'tsay 10industry nouo use She continued, "We need funds
chemicals when we're using for alternative resource energy
development ...we must demand
more money, monitoring, and
recycling."
Although lhe turnout at the rally
seemed small compared 10 the
large amount of field space re-
served, it was estimated that 250
people attended. People who
were there were concerned about
the issue as evidenced by the'
question and answer period which
followed the speakers. As men-
tioned by a few speakers, a posi-
tive aspect to the turnout was a
large number of children who at-
tended. These activists-to-be car-
ried homeade signs which said
slogans such as "Please don't
pollute the water."
Although there were noticeable
numbers of Connecticut College
snidents present, reaction 10their
turnout was mixed. Henry
Sargent, '89, said, "Its !DO bad not
enough students were there be-
cause we are pari of the commu-
nity and its such an important is-
sue." On the other perspective,
Nancy Hughes, '89, claimed,
"Proportionally, the rurnout from
the 'college was commendable
compared 10the community tum-
out."
Both Hughes and Sargentsp
optimistically about future ac
dealing the toxic waste probl
"People there were
concerned ...that is a start," said
Hughes. "We are now aware of
these issues and we should set an
example ...weshould try 10be role
model for recycling and a cleaner
environment here on campus ....
said Sargent.
Mter the question and answer
period, the rally ended with a
walling tour along the river of the
industrial sites inGroton andNew
London.
Griswold Toxic Waste Rally Calls for Awareness and Change
by Warren Cohen
Senior Editcw
A' public information
raIly was held on September
25,1988 at Fort Griswold in
Groton. The rally, spon-
sored by the group "Citi-
zens Against Pollution",
was designed to raise public
awareness about the issueof
toxic waste in the local
environment.
"We're not here to attack
industry, we're here to edu-
cate ourselves and work
with industry," said Wall
Manhews, one of the rally
organizers. "We want to
make the environment safe
for ourselves and our chil-
dren:'
The rally commenced
with a number of speakers,
mostly local politicians and
people from environmental
organizations. Many of the
state's larger political fig-
ures sent statements of support.
These included Senator Christo-
pher Dodd, Senate candidate Joe
Lieberman, and Congressman
Sam Gedjenson.
Dr. Ed McDermot~ who spoke
at the fireside forum about Toxic
Waste in Abbey House a few days
prior to the rally, had been vital at
spearheading the recent efforts
galvanizing community action. He
gave a rundown of the local
industry's toxic waste disposal
facilities and its potential health
threats.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
INTERNATIONAL
An Opportunity to Help
Others Help Themselves
The national
organization of
Habitat For
Humanity,
started in 1969,
was the idea of a
self-made mil-
lionaire, Millard
Fuller. H', decided'-:-tha"-t-:he-C-OU""I""d--stal-'n-in-g-,-pam-' -tin-g-,-an-d-has-iCal""-ly-.ll
do something worthwhile with his covering holes in the walls with
millions hy helping others less for- plaster," Harper laughs.
tunate than him. The local Habitat The Conn group works on the
.For Humanity chapter is headed house every Saturday from noon
by Reverend Robert C. Hamn, the untiI4:oo,P.M. If anyone is inter-
president. The local organization ested in helping, thet can contact
was. started in April 1987. Suzanna Harper through the Office
"The house we're doing now is of Volunteers.
almost finished, We've been
renovate old houses. Habitat For
Humanity usually funds its proj-
ects by obtaining interest-free
• loans from banks and other related
institutions. Of
How, then, does a family "buy" a
home they normally would not be
able 10afford?
These homes are sold to the
families at no profit with no inter-
est mortgage. Harper says that
"500-800 hours of sweat equity
labor is required of the family,"
plus a minimum of about 1%of the
house cost for down payment
"The family is then given approxi-
mately 1010 15years to pay off the
rest," she says.
by Stasi Alexander
The College Voke
What is Habitat For Humanity?
It is an organization devoted 10
and restoring homes for the poor.
The Connecticut College team of
Habitat For Humanity is headed
by senior Susanna Harper.
Conn's team is currently in-
volved with the restoration of an
old house in New London. This
two-family house will eventually
be the home for two families oth-
erwise unable to purchase their
own home.
Harper, whose enthusiasm for
the organization clearly shows,
says, "Basically, we go in and help
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
NEEDS A CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
Must be ambitious
Needs to generate names by hanging posters; passing
out flyers and helping with a recruiting table
$50 for every person from Conn. College who shows
up for afirst interview.
Call Steve Schernecker at 1-800-346-4649
...,============================
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I~ NEWS
Two Witnesses Claim They
Saw Vandals in the Act
COIIIuuud from pJ
''The campus safely guards
made eye-contact wilh the suspects
and subsequently chased Ihem. By
the way they were running and
behaving, it was obvious Ihat they
were extremely intoxkated, One
suspect just disappeared, another
was caught, and the third lripped
down the stairs behind Cro [by Cro
pit] and lost his shoes. He escaped
even though he had lost his shoes
but turned himself in a couple of
days later," said Tolliver.
Between the time the campus
security officers went to speak III
the custodian and the time of the
chase, approximalely 5:20 A.M.,
thesecurily gate received two addi-
tional calls.
"A1mosl simultaneous calls
from the infinnary and from a stu-
dent came in reporting glass being
broken at the Library," said Bruce
Ayers, Acting Director of Campus
Safely. ''The student actually wit-
nessed three while, college aged,
males brea1< the library windows.
Aftec Ihe nurse on dUlyhad called
campus safely, she went outside
and wimessed the three suspects,
who in her opinion, were highly
inlllxicated, ruMing away from the
scene (lhe soulhwest comer of the
library)."
By 5:45 A.M., windows had
been broken at both the library and
at the pool. However, both Tolliver
and Ayers insist that !here is the
possibility that the incideoces were
not reIaIed.
"We don't know if the same
people caused the damage at Cro
and the library, "firmly staled Ayers.
''There could have been two or three
different groups associaled wilh the
vandalism that went on that night,"
Tolliver admits.
Moreover, "official campus
safely reports are still under investi-
gation. We're still trying IIIget these
times down better," claims Ayers.
That particular Saturday was the
night of The TWilight Zone Cruise,
infamously known as The Booze
Cruise. Sources claim that there
were fourteen III sixteen alcohol re-
lated infirmary visits, which in-
cluded a significant number of
underage students. Nurse Sullivan
conceded Ihat "there were wee stu-
dents admitled because of alcohol
poisoning that night and a lot of
alcohol relaled injuries Ihe nexl
day," but refused IIIdivulge further
information. An inside source con-
finns that "the vandalism was a
defmile' extension of the booze
cruise. That lrid was stupid drunk."
''This behavior is unacceptable
for Ihiscampus," said Tolliver. ''The
personS who did the vandalism is
responsible no matler whether
they're drunk or sober. Ihave talked
III swdents who are concerned and
involved. The atmosphere is such
here that the swdents won't put up
with thatcrapand IheSGA iswriting
a leller 10 Ihe communily which
sums it ~p like that"
Mr. Ayers added that "it's a
shame [this happened]. Everybody
gets hun a Iinle bit by [vandalism)."
Tbe Judiciary Board met Mon-
day night at 8:45 and 10 ttiaIce a
decision on the case.
Ii0IIIl$"JSGA AssemblyIII-._Iast wcehlnd. the
~iS!J9:~JIcI~"dly add!eslling theIi .. 0UlSide lbe donn.til. .,tatplained the damage~_'ziJ'ng "die role of the
... -::... IIO.caJlCampoaSecurity.
1IIlf wiA ~ a \'llIf cle¥ signal that the
1IIll~_Qnde!ill'" .
'89 mcilf75Td 110COIJlPOSC a Ieller addressing
"UtU t'I_} .. fItalII1D~~Io==-
.,. lIlIid. 'MlIIId -Jlbasi7.e - les, g
llJelSJilJlllll woibd,- and woakI commend the stodents that
..~,A~~~~.~"'j~~fssiluaIion by CIlIIiDg Campos Security,
, N.~~, ~ot'theJudiciary. Board, addressed ~t
~ofdlcdalllipadJStIlxIeq_biI6ngIOHadmessdonnl-
_ t:!lIfjfnjull'(lOt1edihatHadatesswascbargedforthetheftanddarnage
QllIiMIiaI lhat WeIlI»be lISIICllnd1crebuiIdingofthe donn's
Ntti watt, bei:lIuiIe iIIel "wero pmt of the dorm, whether ~y were
)lIiysicBIIy ~ or _" J:>e8J Tolliver added, however, that m the past
.... 1lMbeea IlliIde Iodamagecharges. .
_yooSimone Erard, '91, house JJeDatQr of Knowlton, vo~ ~e l1eliefs
of _oflbe dorm's residents that the proceedings of the Judiciary Board
sbouId be public. 10act as a "delerran!" for future vandals.
Calanlita stated In response that the reasons for confidentiality were "10
insure that no-one gelS branded with a scarlet letlel'," and III"protect those
wItoaetasaceusers." Calanlita noted, however, that thefudiciary Board log
IS published each semesrer in The Colleg Voice, with descriptions of the
charges, decisions, and the Board's final reccomendations,
Additional business before lite Assembly included a report from the
F'mance Committee, which announced that the budget had been delayed for
aweek.
The Food Committee reported on the posibility of new distributors, the
deU being opened for dinner and a vegatarian food dirting hall, and an- .
nounced its intention 10conduct several opinion polls.
The Assembly agreed 10meet on Sl1Ilday,OCtober 9 at len o'clock in the
evening 10 approve of the students selected for.vari~s task forces, prior 10
when the COlIIIIlittees go into effect the followmg week.
Ntlltt week the S(JA Assembly's business will include an update .on Ihe
~titl&IIkia,
Students and Parents Participate in Parent's Weekend Events
CAMPUS PIZZA
Full menu, fast friendly service
Right to your door.
467 Williams Sl
Call 443-1933
FREE DELIVERY
CLOSE CONVENIENT LOCA nON
Trustees Plan for
Upcoming YearCAMPUS
SPIRIT SHOPPE
We keep your spirits alive
Domestic & Imported Beers
Fine Willes & Liquors Daily Number~
C01llinwd from pJ
for Southern New England Tele-
phone.
·Former chairwoman Britla
McNemar was elecled 10 the Ex-
ecutive Committee as member-at-
large. Richard SchneUer will re-
main as vice-chairman of the ex-
ecutive commitlee.
Quinn, speaking about the week-
end meetings. nOled, "Although it
was not written down, one could
say that the theme of the meeting
was 'The Future of Connecticut
College,''' .
Th~ next board meeting will be
Decernber2,1988,accordinglOthe
schedule.
469 WILLIAM STREET
(JUST DOWN THE HilL) 443-6371
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IHEFAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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JOBS IN AUSTRALIA
Immediate Opening for Men and Women.
$11,000 to 60,000. Construction, Manufac-
turing, Secretarial Work, Nurses, Engineer-
ing, Sales. Hundreds of Jobs Usted.
CALL NOW! 206-736-7000
ext. 220A
CRUISE SHIPS
NowHiring Men and Women. Summer & Ca-
reer Opportunities (Will Train). Excellent ~ay
Plus World TraveL Hawaii, Bahamas, Canb-
bean, Etc.
CALL NOW! 206-736-7000
ext. 220C
INmcr; rNsr
(:ertJVTPr
MY HQfJ5t (/
I 5OIINP5. tllai
CllII/?t.65
IlNfJ 0.
IIIIFU ... By GARY LARSON
\
Well, I'ff1 out it! #.e SdU.tJ,W~st
f;.Id ri<JMMil( b.t I S.o.f' be
home in about an hour.
The rural professional and his eowphone
'Semester at Sea
TheWorld Is Still·
The ClassroomOfAll
'"
-
Applications are now being accepted
for the University of Pittsburgh- .
sponsored Semester at Sea.
Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey
aboard the American-built S.S. Universe
literally offers you the world.
You can earn 12-15 transferable units
from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling upon
places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,
India, Thrkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia
and Spain.
It is a learning adventure designed to
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
the world.
For full information, including a catalog and application,
call 1-412-648-7490. Or write Semester at Sea, Semester at Sea will pres-
Institute for Shipboard Education, = ent a special vtdeo on Oct.
University of Pittsburgh, 20 in Blaustein 203 at
2E Forbes Quadrangle, 4:00 pm. Students, faculty,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and staff are cordJaIy in-
15260. . vtted to attend. FInancial
Then prepare for the A assistance Is available to
learning adventure of if qualified students.
your life.
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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THE NOID" CAN'T·BEAT THE BEST.
NOW YOU CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE.
el$~~
~p--
1-·····_-··_-···_,••••••••••••
: 30 MINUTES:all OR LESS --
: ml~ltqUARANTE;D!
• •·_.-.~-...,.---...,,,, ....
• =...,~:;: ~~-:...-:o: •• C1_e--."' ....~ •~-.._--..-._--.__ .
Thursday Special
$6.49 !
Right now, you can dis·
cover how the best just
got a lillie better. Enjoy
special savings from
Domino's Pizza~ with this
coupon. You'll see why
more people call us for
pizza delivery Ihan all
the res' combined. And
now, there's another
reason why the best
just can't be beat.
442-9383 -..,
300 CAPTIANS WALK
NEW LONDON
One 12" Pepperoni
and a 12 OZ clllssic
coke for only $6.4.9
Good f!Very Thursday: .
STORE HOURS:
4 pm- Midnight M-Thurs
11 am - 1 am F, S "'j
11 am - Midnight Sun",~ ....._...o.oc1W_ ... -
...- _ 01 e-.o".,Pi.u,
.....~""-' ~I'I'
WiIIV_,,---~
CI_O'-".Piru ......
Largest* Gourmet Deli'
:1 in S.E. Conn.
Silver Palate
It--------'. Crabtree & Evelyn
• Cheese • Coffees • Preserves
• Chocolatese Ice Cream
Serving Lunches Daily
1.111111tlllNlt WillDeliver .a..-ToOo
Newl~cr Now Serving Ice Cream 4GIS"
Primitive fraternities
The Gold Sonk
18K Gold Jewelry
OCt3, 1988 10-2
OCt4, 1988 10-4
Conn Colleg Bookstore
�_~==::========================l
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Tokyo String Quartet ~!
Opens Concert and l
Artist Series ~
ARTS and LEISURE
Although the highlight of the
concert, Schubert's Death and the
Maiden quartet, deserves more
than a passing comment, suffice it
to say that the perfonnance was
well thought out and fmely exe-
cuted, but lacked a certain inner
torment which is essential to the
work.
The Tokyo String Quartet is cer-
tainly one of the great quartets cur-
rently performing. They have
nearly everything: a cultivated
blending of tone, flawless intona-
tion, perfect ensemble and careful,
intellectual phrasing. If only they
would play with a little Chutzpah,
and realize that the emotional con-
tent of !he music should stand fore-
most. They seem so obsessed with
perfection that individuality and
creativity seem to play second
fiddle to technical excellence.
In an era in which so many pro-
fessional quartets have brought so
much to the repertoire, it is disap-
pointing to hear that the Tokyo has
little that is new to offer. At the very
least, however, the Tokyo String
Quartet provided an enjoyable eve-
ning of precise, albeit uninventive,
by Richard Zeitland
The College Voice
meso earlPlayReview:
Crimes of the Heart Brings Southern
Drawwwl to Palmer Stage
- On Saturday, September 24, the
1988-1989 Palmer Auditorium
Concen and Artist Series opened
with a perfonnance by the Tokyo
Siring Quartet. The concen con-
sisted of works by Franz Schubert
and Ludwig van Beethoven.
The evening began with a de-
lightful interpretation of
Schuben's early E-fJat major quar-
tel This piece bears a striking re-
semblance to the late quartets of
Joseph Haydn, and the Tokyo pro-
vided the appropriate grace and so-
phistication. Especially satisfying
was the Adagio movement, in
which the Tokyo displayed an un-
usual sensitivity in their phrasing
and tone color. First violinist Peter
Oundjian's playing combined
poise with romantic feeling to cre-
ate an aura of exuberance.
InBeethoven'sopus 18, number
6, the most complex and demand-
ing of the early quartets, the Tokyo
took a tum in the wrong direction.
Lil<etttany of Beethoven's works,
op.l8, no.6 contains many and
drastic changes of mood. Instead of
making sense of these differences,
the Tokyo settled for giving a per-
formance that was merely pretti-
fied. In the first movement they
took no chances and came out
sounding stodgy, instead ofplayful
and rambunctious. The famous La
Malinconia, translated as The Mel-
ancholy, sounded more like an
expression-or curiosity rather than
of grief. Op.18, no.6 is as farreach-
ing as any of the late quartets, and
the Tokyo treated it as just another
early Bee!hoven quartet.
hearsal schedule with success, set-
ting up moments that glowed.
However, there were too many
times that! found myself looking at
the backs of actors heads, and
many speeches were lost upstage.
The staging could have also used
more focus. The set was well de-
signed by Stuart Eaton instead of
bringing in outside professionals.
Quite a job, though again I feel that
the set could have been designed to
give more focus to the action.
The actors did quite well, espe-
cially after a slow and uneven
beginning. The three sisters.
played by Kelly Going, Amy Pov-
ich and Victoria Lavington, were
the strength of the production,
showing a fine range of emotions
and exploring the different sides of
their characters. ,
Victoria Lavington, especially,
did a remarkable job of bringing to
life the subtlety of the Southern
belle. Peter Simpson, adding an-
other great performance to his rec-
ord here at Connecticut, was better
than I have ever seen him.
Ruth Heltzer grated, though, and
I would have wished for more from
David Fendig who was adequate
but uninspired in the role of Doc
Porter, The actors played well off
each other, and kept the fun of the
play alive.
Crimes of the Heart. I'm glad
that I was there, and I hope you
didn'l miss it
relle to shoot her husband in the
stomach. That can bring back Doc
Porter with his half-Yankee chil-
dren and let him take the night out
with Meg Megrath, the lusty would-
be country star. The hot nights of
passion, the hot days of turmoil.
This mood would have given cohe-
sion and continuity to the play and
this mood was conspicuously lack-
ing from the production. Neither the
set, the lighting, nor the direction
brought alive the atmosphere of the
deep South, The production relied
instead on the accents of the actors,
and the words of the script to set the
mood.
Crimes of the Heart. A director,
crew, set designer, costume de-
signer and cast that were all stu-
dents. An amazing feat. No profes-
sionals. No Broady;ay set, no slick
tricks. -A full student production.
The director, Michael Lerner, tack-
led a difficult script and a ti~ht re-
by Klenn Murphy
The College Voice
Crimes of the Heart. Setting: .
Palmer Auditorium. Time: Friday
evening, September 30th, 1988.
Watching were enough people to
Iill the lower level, many older,
perhaps due to inauguration and
parents weekend coinciding with
production.
Crimes of the Heart. Setting:
The Magrath's kitchen in Ha-
zelhurst, Mississippi. Subject: The
Beth Henley play that is the story of
a family out of balance, the story of
three sisters, the story of Southern
maduess that is sometimes too sane
for comfort, It is perhaps with the
Southern part of the production
that I had ihe greatest problem.
When I think of Hazelhurst, Mis-
sissippi, I think of the hot, steamy
South that can produce such tem-
pestuous tempers and raging de-
sires that can motivate Babe Bot-,
Calendar of Events
10111 to 118Degas Retrospec-
tive
9/15 10 118Umberto Boccioni
11/19-2/5 Georgia O'J("lleffe
Retrospective
Palmer Auditorium
10(1 Film Agency presents
Midnight Run
Cummings An Center
1018 Pieter Bruege~ A Sympo-
sium
11/3 Jimmy Page
Museum of Modem Art, New
York
918 to 11/1 The Drawings of
Philip Guston
9/15 to 11/13 Nicholas Nixon:
Pictures of People
10/17-1/15 Anselm Kiefer
Metropolitan Museum of An,
New York.
HaItfocd Civic Center
10(1Elton Jobn
10/14 Van Halen
Providence Civic Center
10/17 Van Halen
ProvidencePerforming Arts
Center
10/18 Little Feat
New Haven Coliseum
10/15 Roben Plant
OCEAN PIZZA
PALACE
COMPLETE
DINNERS
SERVED
ORDERS
PREPARED
TOGO
• GREEK SALADS
• MOUSAKA
• SEAFOOD
.SPAGHETII
• PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
RAPID
CARW~SH Serving the greater Nl}!wlondon area since /961
Colman Street
New London
442-1283
Wegive 1free 'with every order of 4
We now serve your favorite wine & beer
Mon.·Thwo., Sun. 10:30A.M.-' A.M.
Fri .• S8t 10:30 A.M.·2:3C. A.M.,
--. ~,
--- .
.. '-:, tll-' -,.:..::... u'-: ---.~~~
- ~""--.-'1<::=, _~~ ~
20% OFF
WImCOLLEGE
I.D,* Bring this ad in for 1/2
price on 1 coin-op cycle 10% OFF withCollege J.D.
442-5057,
100 Old NoIwlc:ll Ad.
- QuellIr HII, or
STYLES
**UNUMITED*All new hi-tech.
equipment
Less than a mile from CONN. J~t take a right out the ~ack entrance and follow
Old Norwich Rd. In the same buildin~ as Quaker Hill farmsexpires 10/ 16
said.
The team responded well to the
challenge posed by the more com-
petitive teams and closely adhered
to their strategy of getting a quick
start, then settling into their own
pace and moving up after the first
mile. '
"We did avery, very good job of
followingourplan. Withoutadoubt
everybody did what we wanted to
do-have a good first mile and then
move up. We wanted to go one
runner at a time-s-see the runner in
front, catch and pass her and then
see the next runner," Bishop said.
The three top finishers for
CONN, Kristin Kissell, '89, (18th),
captain Maria Gluch, '89, (21st),
and Kelly Bernier, '90, (30th) all
moved up substantia11yat the end of
the race, from the high 30's.
Bishop was especially impressed
with Kissell's race, which he called
"the best race of anyone and not just
because she finished first.It was the
best race I've seen her run,"
Instead of being worn out from
the extra practice the team had some
runners whose times were faster on
the slower course at Southeastern
than the previous week and sopho-
more Ellen Putnam, the top CONN
finisher in the JV race, took three
minutes off her time on the same
course last year.
!l==================
SPORTS
Women's Cross Country
Surprises Opponents
The Connecticut College
women's cross country team went
in to its meet at Southeastern Mas-
sachusetts with a wait-and-see atti-
bide. '
After a week of very hard prac-
tice and few expectations, the team
finished a surprising sixth out of
the field of nineteen that included
mostofthe best teams inNew Eng-
land.
Last year at the same meet, with'" .l~.;..~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:t::~!~~~;:::~;:::~~~~~-.J,vutually the same teams theCONN squad finished minuet outomen 5 ey
of nineteen, which, combined with
the unusually hard week of prac-
tice, made the team's fmish even
more impressive.
Ned Bishop, coach of the
women's cross country team, saw
the meet as primarily an opportu-
nity for the younger runners to get
the experience of running in such a
large, competitive meet and to
become familiar with the course
that will be the site of New England
championships.
"Considering how we went into
the race, not thinking about how we
would finish and having run hard
all week, that we finished sixth,
three places higher than last year
was a surprise to us and one we
were very happy about," Bishop
Women's Field Hockey Team
Continues Unbeaten Streak
by Michael Coffey
The College Volee
The Connecticut College
women's field hockey team is on a
torrid pace for a fantastic season. In
the past week they have reeled off
two more close victories to improve
their record 104-0.
The flrst victory came on Satur-
day, September 24, versus Bates at
CONN. It turned out to be an excit-
ing game which went into two
overtime periods before CONN
could capitalize on one of their
shots to win 2-1. The first goal of
the contest was scored by senior
captain Sarah Lingeman at 18: IOof
the first half. The winning goal was
scored at 3:25 of the second over-
time by freshman Abbey Tyson.
The second win came in anomer
tough, down-to-the-wire contest
against Southern Connecticut Uni-
versity on Tuesday, September 27,
at CONN. The first goal was scored
by Lingemanat62'01 ofthesecond
Rugby Squad Loses Opener
by James Greenlear
The College Voke
The Connecticut College rugby team opened its fall season last
weekend with a disappointing loss to Trinity College, 27-0.
Although untold by the score of the match, CONN ruggers re-
vealed a style of play and tenacious hitting relatively unseen in
recent years. Through most of the first half, the two teams played
at a stalemate; with CONN winning most of the srumdowns and
rucks, However, Trinity was able to score two quick tries near the
end of half to take the lead, 8-0.
Unfortunately, Trinity's obvious size advantage and the fatigue
of the CONN side took its toll in the second half. CONN backs had
moved the ball down the line quite well throughout the game but
were unable 10break the IIy line, Trinity, on the other hand, was
able to convert four more tries and one extra point kick before the
end of the match to claim the victory.
Captains Carl Carlson, '89, and Randy Suffolk, '90, both com-
mented on the enthusiasm and hard hitting of a fairly young
CONN team, whose A-side featured a number of newcomers.
half. The second and decisive goal
of the contest came at 3:50 of the
second overtime period. Another
highlight of this game was the out-
standing goal lending of sopho-
more Jen Schumacher who had 14
saves.
The team is off 10 a great start with
their 4-0 record. If they can keep up,
this pace, a New England ranking
and post-season play are within
reach.
More Sailors Qualify for N.E. Championships
by Melissa Burns
The College Voice .lege with fourth. Charlie Pendle-
ton, '90, and crew Kristen
O'Sullivan, '91, along with Ryden
and crew Jason Howe, '90, and
Justin Palm, '92, and crew Rick
Keller, '91, formed the team. At
Mystical Lake, they used their
mental energies to outsmart their
opponents with tactics on the
course.
The women of the Connecticut
College sailing team presented
themselves at Tufts on Saturday,
September 24, for the Captain's
Cup, which was sailed in Larks.
Caroline Ulander, '92, and crew
sailed A division.while Jen Cool-
idge, '91, and Alison Priore, '91,
held B division. They ended with
an overall fourth for the regatta,
The same women went on to sail
the President's Trophy at Boston
University on Sunday, September
25, improving their position 10 a
third place result. "They had every-
thing under control and were sail-
ing beautifully," said teammate
Alex Davis, '89, of Ulander and
Coolidge.
At the Coast Guard Academy,
twenty teams competed in the Dan-
mark Trophy, a varsity regatta in
which Connecticut College placed
a disappointing 12th. Peter Quinn,
'90, and crew Lissette Suarez, '90,
sailed A division, B division was
split by Kraemer and crew Melissa
Burns, '89, and James Appel, '89,
and Elizabeth Edge, '90.
Men's Soccer Team Gains Tie with Bowdoin Polar Bears
by Jen'Dorfman
The College Voice
The Connecticut College men's
soccer team travelled 10 Maine to
face the Polar Bears of Bowdoin on
Saturday, September 24. The teams
had identical 2-0 records entering
the contest. After 90 minutes of
scoreless soccer the game ended ina
0-0 tie. The tie allowed CONN 10
earn a number five ranking in the
most recent NCAA Division III
New England Coaches Poll,
"Bowdoin was the toughest team
we've faced thus far," said Bill
Lessig, head'coach of men's soccer.
"They're always tough defen-
sively,"
Bowdoin was strong defensively,
but the score could have been differ-
The big success of the weekend,
September 24 and 25, happened at
the Single-Handed Eliminations
at the United States Coast Guard
Academy, Keith Kraemer, '90,
and Alex Smith, '91, both quali-
fied for the New England Champi-
onships by placing sixth and fitth,
respectively,
They will joiqforces with Dave
Ryden, '90, who has already
qualified, and sail for the champi-
onship at the Coast Guard Acad-
emy next weekend.
Playing host to the Lane Tro-
phy, Tufts won the team-racing
regatta, leaving Connecticut Col-
ent had it not been for some poor gets," Lessig said. back in, with about 15 minutes re-
officiating. In the second half, sen- CONN was also without the maininginthecontes\.Geddeshad
ior co-captain Todd Taplan, on an services of leading gOal=-s"co~re:,;r;;Je~f;;f~tw;;;o;;;;oe~XC-;;e.,1l"e_n1tscoring opportuni-
excellent iodi-'" ~ II" ' ties turned away.
vidual effort, Junior 'Sal
beat four Bow- Blangiardo also
doin defenders ~ had a hard shot
and broke in stopped by the
alone on the Bowdoin goalie
goalie. Before who had an ex-
he could get the '" cellent game in
shot off, net for the Polar
though, he was '" Bears. CONN
brought down did have good
from behind. A ;::offensive pres-
penalty shot en s soccer sure for much of
was clearly in order but no call Geddes, '89, for much of the sec- the game, as evidenced by their 10
was made, ondhalf.Geddessaloutthefust30 comer kicks. '!'!'e difference be-
rth ' f th nd half 'th tween Saturday s game and their"It seems like the further no minutes 0 e seco wt an '
injured back. When he did check previous matches was that thewe go the worse the officiating
Camels were not able to convert the
comer kicks into goals.
The Camel defense was equal to
task,limiting Bowdoin to only three
shots on freshman goalkeeper Lou
Cutillo. Joe Carbe, '90, had another
excellent game at stopper, On the
season the defense has been very
strong, allowing just 2 goals thus
far, a 0.66 goals against average.
"Our defense has been pretty
damn good," Lessig said, "[Jon]
McBride, '92, [Tim] Sutton, '92,
and [pat] Viollette, '89, have all
played well."
Lessig also praised the work of
junior Ken Langevin.
"He was the man of the match for
us. He caused all kinds of problems
for the Bowdoin defense."
=_=====================rSPORTS I
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by Jason Stewart
The College Voice
omen s soccer
- The chill of autumn is here and so is an exciting beginning to the flag
f(lOlball season. With teams like the Oilers, Cowboys, and Palriots
drawing prime time spots on the networks this season there is no reason
not to be out on Chapel Field watching real football being played.
The Mutant Ninja Turtles increased their recmI to 3-0 with two
victories last week. On Thursday, September 22, the Turtles edged out
a very strong Morrisonsquad which proved tobetheDlOSlexcitinggame "
of the week. Morrison was abead 28-14 in the beginning of the third ~
quarter, but that was the last time they were to seetheIead. Jorge Colon, Ii;
'89, retumed a pont 65 yards and by the fourth quarter the TurtIes bad ~
tied the game at 28.With three minutes left Morrison, with freshmanJon :;
Kr1!wscykat the helm, was driving hard. Krawscyk. faded back to pass, ~
but as he released the ball Dana Reid, '89, penetrated the line of scrim-
mage, bloCked the pass, plucked it out of the air and retumed t/1e
interception for the game winning T.O. Though the Turtles won
Kr1!wscykwas named player of the game for his four T.O. passes.
The second Turtle victory came on Sunday as they easily walked over
Harlcness, 35-7. In this game Colon (POO) had 2 T.O.'s and threw for
two more to raise his league leading SlatS to 6 T.O.'s and 7 T.O. passes.
The Turtles are now in first place of the Ames division with a record of
3.0. Harkness isjn second at 2-1.
In other league action, the T·Men beat the Packers (newly and aptly
named Taco HeU), 14-0. Chris Coburn; '92, threw two scoring recep-
tions to John Flibbert, '92, for the only points of the game. Coburn
received POO status for his winning effort. The T·Men increased their
record to 2-0 as Taco ffeUdroPped to thecellar at 0-2.
Trinity Stinks. destroyed Lambdin, 42-0, on Sunday. Senior QB
Chuck Olson(POG)ran for 3 T.O.'s and threw for two others as they
rolled to victory and a 3·0 record. Said Jeff Dorfman, '89, and also my
pick fordefensive player of the game, "We're asgood as any team in the
league, if not better on a given day and we're looking to go all the way
this year."
Soccer action continued around the league this week as Smith blanked
AltemativeCaTl'mk, 4,0. David O'Connor, '92, who scored tWiceand
had one assist shared man of the match (MOM) stamswith Ed Lott, '90,
who tallied once and gave twOassists.
Behind the shOoting power ofEnqque Badaraco, '90,United Nations
beat up odGigi4-0.Badaraco received .MOM status.
Gus KeUog of Windham received MOM honors for his outstanding
aD around play ill Windham's victory over Knowlton, 1-0. Rand
PecknoIa,'90,scdr-ed3secondperiodgoaloffanassistfromroommate W ' T . T R d 11 2 2KenSmoltz,'9J,jor!MoaIypoint.ofthematch. omen s ennis eam ecor Fa s to -
On Monday thl\<OQ!JtraSbeat Latmbee, 3-1, as Roger Prahl, '90, byVIckiHawldns plan and executed it very well," number one doubles team of Hurst
knockedjn !MgaJ1le .winner and went on II) beoomethe MOM. TheCollegeVoice Yeary said. The loss was Hurst's and junior Karen Melkonian came
Burdick bati»Y~9Utawin over a lethargic Spelunlters _ The Connecticut College fITStin singles play-she later lost back from two match points
later that af!f;llioon. FR:$hnlan Mmk Qckert (MOM) scored the only women's tennis team saw their 2- for the first time in doubles compe- against them to also win.
goal of the session. 0 record evened at 2-2 last week tition as well-e-at CONN. "The "I am not unhappy with our per.
Wedoesday,TrinityStlnksfied Smith 2.2,MOMhonors wenttoJohn following two very competitive campus might see this as the dev- fonnance so far this year, we are
Knapp, '8?,forTrinity and Rich l:lllnmth. '91,for Smith. matches against Trinity and Bates. astating loss of a fallen hero, but definitely not behind last year,"
Competition ended onWednesday as the Ex Conns beat Hamilton 4- "I had heard Trinity was a young it's not, Everybody loses. Sarah Yeary said.Of the Camels' upcom-
O. Dec ~:21,,~~ aJ!lltti~!.!!tf!\CCil(ll OM honors. and inexperienced team and they really rebounded against Bates, ing week against tough Wheaton,
Men's Cross Country Place 12th ;:;:"~~~~h":ry~;:;~~::;; ~~~swhatshe'Sailabout,"Yeary ~:;~~d:~,,::s~;.~nh::;':~
by KellyBernie' Johnston, clocking a 28:05. the women's tennis team, after the "In my opinion, the Bates match weekto get ready ,all three matches
TheCollegeVolce Unfortunately, technical diffI- Camels' 9-0 loss. "I give Trinity was the best we have played," should be close. It'sa big challenge
The Connecticut College men's culties occurred thereafter, and the all the credit. They just outplayed Yeary said, despite the 6-3 loss. but I think the team is up for it."
cross country team raced to their race timer malfunctioned. With the us." AU six singles matches against Along with the Camels' regular
own personal victory at the South- exception of Williams, the other Yeary noted that number-one Bates were very close and very season play, Hurst competed in the
eastern Massachusetts University 'A' race fInishers were unable to singles player Sarah Hurst, '91, competitive, highlighted by num- Eastern Regionals this weekend at
Invitational on September 24. record a time. Matt Des Jardins, played the only close match. "Her ber five singles player Pinar Trenton Slate. Hurst was a semi-
During a pre-race discussion, '92, Todd Barringer, '91, Ian An- opponent had an excellent game Taskin's, '91, three set win. The fInalist at last year's competition.
the Camels set a team goal to have derson, '89, and Peter Jennings, • •
the varsity, the top 7 men, fmish in '92, finished 85th, 88th, 91st, and Women's Volleyball Wzn Fzrst of the Season
under 30 minutes on the 5 mile 93rd, respectively.course. The Camels' 1-7 split was an byChrisB... ke and RickIl<nlon put the game away," said Tod Co- Wesleyan University Cardinals.
Given this focus., the team ran impressive 1'31 improving since TheCollegeVoice chran, coach of the women's vol- CONN fell in a tense 14-16, 15-6,
hard and succeeded in achieving their previo~ m~t in which a dif- On September 24 the Connecti- leyball team. 15-10, 6-15, 10-15 loss.
this goal by 35 seconds as fresh. ference of 3:36 had been recorded. cut College women's volleyball Cochran was pleased not only The match was a struggle and
man and 7th man Jeff Williams In the 'B' race finishers included team came away WIthIts first VIC- with the outcome but also with the pushed both teams to their limits.
crossed the line in 29:25, placing freshman Bill' Grundy (69th tory of thc young season. The unity displayed by the team. The Camels tried to fmesse a much
94th in the eighteen-team race. 31: 12), sophomores Marti~ Camels faced a c?mpetitive Trin- "There was no single player larger and powerful Wesleyan
The team placed 12th overall, Buchanan (81st, 31:49), Dave lIy team and, m a ~ve-game that stood OUl It was a ~ effort team.
and Jim Butler, coach of the cross Heivly (85th, 32:42), and John match, pulled out the wm. . backed by hard work, Cochran "We played them hard down to
country team, was pleased with the Manzo (87th,33:23) and fIrst-year The Camels forced Tnmty out S8Id. the wire but they had a physically
Camels' perfonnance. senior Mikkel Lippman (90th, of Its game plan and won by the Th~ players, too, believe that the stronger team. Unlike the NBS-
"We ran very well as a team," 37:45) who is also a sprinter on scoresofI5-9, 15·11,9-15, 13-15, team ISfinally commg together. CAC tourney we played with more
Butler said. "In comparing our re- CONN's men's track team. and 15-2. CONN, playing aggres- "We have come along way from confIdence and fought them for
suits to last year's, we pretty much Buchanan, Heivly, and Manzo sively, set the pace from the begin- last year: :e are positioning ~ore every point." said Debbie Garrett,
ran faster, position for position." raced at only 70 percent effort for nmg.It was a team marked by a smoothly, Jill Gruenberg, 91, '91. .,
In the 'A' race, Andrew Builder. various reasons. Buchanan, nurs- growmg confIdence that was ahle S8Id. "The teams have differentstyl~
'91, fmished first for CONN and ing a knee injury, used the race as a to take control of the match. The Camels tried to maintain and who ever controlled the tempo
71st overall with a time of 27:54. workout as did Heivly, a sufferer of ''Last y,:"," we .would have ~ir momentum after the upbeat would come away with a victory"
Finishing only six places behind severe asthma ..Manro is plagued folded, but 10 thiSgame we owned VICtorybut dropped to an one and Cochran said.
Builder was freshman Ian with a hamstring injury. a mental edge that allowed us to two record in a loss to the to page 27
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Women's Soccer Rebounds
by Christine Reeessc
The College Voice
"It was really close at some points. We had a chance of tying it up," said Ken Kline, head coach of
Connecticut College women's soccer team.
CONN was defeated last Saturday by Eastern Connecticut State University by a score of 1-0. CONN
rebo~nded from the loss WItha strong sbowing against Western New England College, defeating them 5-1.
Itwas nice to rebound after the loss on Saturday. We feel good about it and are ready for the next team "
Kline said. '
Eastern Connecticut scored the winning goal thirty minutes into the game.
"We didn't play real well. For us it wasn't a good game. They were really prepared for us," Kline said.
A1tho?gh CONN lost they had three very good scoring opportunities. In the first minute of the game Linda
Maddern, 89, had a terrific shot and It appeared that CONN had scored but the officials ruled it a no goal.
CONN then had two more excellent attempts but Easterns' goalie made some terrific saves.
The Camels played an excellent game against Western New England.
"They scored the first goal ten minutes into the game but we scored the next five" Kline said.
Within the first twenty minutes Maddern tied up the game and thirty one minutes into the game Maria
Mitchell. '91, scored the second goal.
. At half time CONN was ahead with a score of 2-1 and in the second half three more goals were scored. The
third and fourth goals were scored by Katie Bing, '90,and Ann Carberry, '90. Freshman len Ciotti finished up
the scoring for the Camels.
"It was nice to have such a goal scoring output and with five.different scorers," Kline said.
"'
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Dual 3.5" 720K
Floppy Drive Model
Suggested Retail Price: $2.399
Special Student Price: $1,299
+ handling charge
20MB Hard Disk Model
Suggested Retail Price: $3.599
Special Student Price $1,9.99
+ handling charge
[
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ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN - WITH THE NEW BAITERYDRIVEN SUPERSPORT'M- TO TAKEYOU
FROM COLLEGE TO CAREER.
Small, lightweight, flexible and economical. Ideal for spreadsheets, word processing and more. That's
the new Supersl'ort from Zenith Data Systems - today's leader in battery-operated portables.
FLEXIBLECOURSE SCHEDULE. Whatever your agenda, the SupersPort's modular configuration easily
adapts to your computing style. With a detachable battery for easier portability. An AC adapter/recharger
that plugs into any outlet. MS-DOS" to run virtually all PC/XT compatible software. And 640K RAM-
expandable to 1.64MB with EMS. Plus the SupersPort comes in your choice of dual 3.5" 720K floppy drive
or 20MB hard disk models. For flexible desktop performance anywhere on campus.
CARRYSOME GREAT HOURS THIS TERM. Hours of battery power, that is. For greater productivity
everywhere your studies take you. Thanks to Zenith's comprehensive Intelligent Power Management-
a system that lets you control how your battery power is consumed. So you won't waste valuable energy
on components and peripherals not in use.
EASYCOLLEGE READING. The easiest. After all, the SupersPort features Zenith's renowned dazzling
backlit Supertwist LCD screen for crisp text and superior readability. And its CRT-size display is one-third
larger than most competing portables for enhanced viewing. The screen even tilts back 180-degrees so it
lies nat to accommodate a desktop monitor.
TO CATCHTHE NEW SUPERSPORT PORTABLE PC ATA SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE, VISIT YOUR ZENITH
DATASYSTEMS CAMPUS CONTACT TODAY:
Campus Computer
Store
7'NI'N datasystems
THE QUAUTY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES OW
Lower Level of Hamilton
x7465 PC Xl is 3. registered trademark of IBM Corp. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
Special pricing offer good only on purchases directly through Zenith Contactf s) listed above by students,
faculty and staff for their own use. No other discounts apply. Limit one portable personal computer per
individual in any 12-month period. Prices subject to change without notice.
e 1988, Zenith Data Systems Form No. 1392
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fSPECIAL INAUGURATION ISSUE
-
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE:
FROM GENESIS TO REVELATION
,.
Connecticut College was chartered in
1911 indirectresponsetoa vote taken a year
earlier by the Wesleyan University Board
of Trustees which had decided to admit men
only to the University, thereby leaving the
State of Connecticut with no educational in-
stitution in which women could earn
Bachelor of Arts degrees.
Connecticut College for Women opened
in September 1915, with a student body of
101 regular and 50 special students and a
faculty of20. At that time the physical plant
consisted of New London Hall, site of all
academic and administrative departments;
two dormitories, Plant and Branford;
Thames Hall, a wooden refectory building;
and a power plant.
The first president of the new college was
Frederick H. Sykes, Ph.D., who proved to
be a talented and inspiring leader. Because
of his stature as an educator, he attracted a
faculty of national distinction, and those
scholars immediately began the tradition of
superior academic standing that has charac-
terized Connecticut College throughoUl1ts
77-year history. '
The Reverend Benjamin T. Marshall,
A.M., D.O., was inaugurated as the second
president in 1917. He guided the college
through the stringent years of World War I,
while prudently planning for continued
growth and expansion. Duringhis eleven-
year presidency, the college was accredited
by national educational associations, and
the student body grew from 265 under-
graduates - 85 percent of them from within
Connecticut-to a nationally representative
enrollment of 569 students from 26 states
and one foreign country. Among the five
new buildings constructed was the central
section of Palmer Library, given by Mr. and
Mrs. George S. Palmer of New London.
In 1929, Katherine Blunt, Ph.D., became
the thirdpresidentofthecoDege, begin-
ning an adminislnltioo WISUIJIllSSed for
the expansion of its physical plant. A
total of fourteen new buildings were
constructed including Palmer Audito-
rium, Harkness Chapel, Bill Hall,
seven donnilOries, and the addition of
three wings to Palmer Library.
After President Blunt's 1943 retire-
ment, Dorothy Scbaffter, Ph.D., be-
came the fourth president. When she
resigned two years later to enter gov-
ernment service, Miss Blunt returned
temporarily at the request of the trus-
tees.
Academic Dean Rosemary Park,
Ph.D., was designaled acting president
in 1946 and inaugurated as fifth presi-
deni the following year. Her fIfteen-
year administration is remembered for
the success of the fiftieth anniversary
campaign for new financial supportand
for the strengthening of the already
high caliber of teaching and scholar-
ship.
During the Parle:administration, the
size of bulb faculty and student body
were gradually enlarged and the physi-
cal plant expanded by the addition of
Crozier-Williams Center, Warnshuis
InflIl1\ary. Larrabee residence hall for
100 siudents, a complex of six donnito-
ries with connecting refectory to ac-
commodate 500 students, construction
of Hale Laboratory, and the acquisition
of additional faculty houses and apart-
ments.
When President Park resigned in
1962 to accept the presidency of Bar-
nard College, Charles E. Shain, Ph.D.,
was named sixthpresident, His admini-
stration is remembered-fer the steady
and productive manner in which the
college was guided through the turbulent
60's. Student activism was channeled
into increased undergraduate participa-
tion in the instibItion 'sdecision-making
process, and students were given greater
freedom to determine the course of their
own educations. Important instructional
changes were introduced through a col-
lege-wide honor.l program, the estab-
lishment of interdisciplinary major pr0-
grams. and new academic concentra-
tions in Chinese, dance, and theater.
During the Shain presidency the col-
lege also completed the successful Quest
fund campaign, and in 1969 the depart-
ments of music and all moved into the
new Cummings Arts Center.
Unquestionably, President Shain's
most enduring legacy was the decision in
1969 to admit men to undergraduate
degree programs. thereby converting the
college into an integrated coeducational
institution.
Oakes Ames, Ph.D., steadfastly main-
tained the superior quality of instruction
and campus life. Under his leadership,
the $30 million goal of the Campaign for
Connecticut College was surpassed. A
new library was built at the heart of the
campus and, in 1985, its predecessor,
Palmer Library, was rennvaled \0 be-
come the Blaustein Humanities Center.
Modernization ofbiologicallab-oratD-
ries and classrooms in New London Hall
was completed in 1984, and the new
Dayton Arena was completed and dedi-
catedinFebruary, 1980. Work wascom-
pleted on a college Athletic Center ad-
joining the arena n 1985. In addition,
Hale Laboratory was expanded and
upgraded and Fanning Hall was reno-,
vated in 1987.
....
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i SPECIAL INAUGURATION ISSUE
"===================================!TWO Unique Contributions of the United States to Globai Society: Education and Philanthropyf Patterns of Education in the '90's Discussed Philanthropy Unique to American Society
~ b'Jocq ~ ...
~ nec voke
~------
i. The inaugural &hemeof &heGlobal Decade
was echoed lhrougboUI&hepanel discussion
00 educalioo, beld in Dana Hall as part of
SalWday's inaugural events.
Panel moderator Helen B. Regan, associ-
ate professor of education aI Connecticul
College, led &hediscussioo which evaluated
the past teo yean; of education in the United
States and predicted the future of education.
The discussion also Iouched upon minority
student concerns and the liberal arts educa-
1
I
r
lion.
Edward B. Fiske, educational news editor
for The New York Times, said thai over the
past several years the American educational
system bas "gone through a complicated
relorm period." Acconling 10 Fiske, "'The
1980's have been the most pivotal period, ar
least for the elementary and secondary levels,
since the establishmenl of public education."
Agreeing thai the nation has been through
a series of reforms, Carol J. Ramsey, '74,
INTERESTED?
b,Usa M.AI"""""
N.... EdItor
said Payton. He feels thai the tradition of
philanthropy needs 10be introduced intol he
third world just as it was introduced into
American society by the European nations.
Jing Lyman, president of The HUB Co-
ventures for Women's Enterprise said, "One
of the most compelling aspects that U.S.
philanthropy brings to the world is the change
in the role of women."
AccordiingtoLyman, 10 years ago there
was no money given 10foundations serving
women, there were very few women in the
work force and there was no appreciation for'
women in higher education. "Education is
just beginning 10cope with women and other
cultures," said Lyman.
"We need to learn how 10manage diver-
sity in our institutional environments so that
it becomes a powerful thrust," said Lyman.
Lyman said that "women are really the
new momentum of the economy" and that we
need global funding for women so that phi-
lanthropy can be taken back tot he third world
nations.
Thomas P. Geyer, editor and chief ex-
ecutive officer ot:.the New Haven Register,
spoke about the corporate role in philan-
thropy. "I represent a sector which does very
little of it [philanthopic giving]," said Geyer.
Although people keep hoping that cor-
poations wil begin to donate large sums of
money, Geyer pointed out that corporation
are in the position to make money not give it
away. According to Geyer, inthis age of
mergers and takeovers, corporation execu-
tives are under pressure to give the money
that the company has made 10 the stockhold-
ers so that the stockholders won't throw them
out. However thev do zive to a certain extent
because it "looks good" and because execu-
tives are human beings who care and worry
about social problems.
COfIImuedfrom p.l
incredible advancement of tele-
communications in the last decade.
"It was the decade of the communi-
cations revolution," said Licht.
Licht is concerned, however.
about the effects that these ad-
vancements in communications
will have 00 society."We have
these wonderful means of commu-
nicating yet the quality of what
being communicated is less than it
was 25 years ago." Communca-
tions have become a distraction ac-
cording to Licht.
Dr. Mary Lake Polan, '65, as-
sociate professor of obstetrics an
gynecology at Yale University
School of Medicine, said that most
of the advances in obstetric and gy-
nocology were coming from
France, Australia and England and
called it "a global enterprise".
Polan also spoke about a rela-
tively new process of freezing the
embryo and using it at a later date.
"Freezing embryos will become
more prevalent in the next ten
years," said Polan.
The issues that arise out of
these advancements, according 10
Polan, are ethical and law related.
As of yet there are no laws govern-
ing this practices.
As far as what the future bolds
for students, Jerry Della Femina,
chairman of Della Femina, Me-
Namee WCRS, said, "The future
looks great in so many ways, but I
look at the students of the '60's who
said they were going to change the
world and then, when they cmae
into power the becamr they're fa-
thers."
. Della Femina stressed the need
for students to take risks. "If you
don't take chances today then you
won't take them in the future."
When discussing the future of
the Iiheral arts education, Baker
said that there must be a focus on
vice-presidenl of the Counci1 for &heAd-
vaocementandSupportofEducation,said, "I
see a 10l of reforms ... as a kind of awaken-
ing." Sbe emphasized as a particular result of
these reforms, a "global integration, where One of the aspects examined in 'Two
people of different backgrounds can freely Unique Contributions of the United States to
and openly share." the Global Society' was a discussion of phi-
Robert H. Atwell, president of the Ameri- Ianthropy in the United States held in Oliva
can Council on Education, also agreed with Hall as part of the inauguration day events.
Rlunsey. "We must do an infinitely better job Jean Hadley, '48, vice president of per-
than we have in the past for minority stu- sonnel and corporate relations at Southern
dents." New England Telephone and moderator of
Coocerning the next ten yean; in education, , the discussion, called philanthropy "the driv-
Atwell said, "I would nOl want to be con- ing force behind the arts, social services, and
struedasone who is particularly optimistic." medicine" and said it was "uniquely Ameri-
All of the panelists cited the need for a can".
According to Hadley over $94 billion
was given to various organizations and insti-
tutions in 1987 and 82 percent of this money
was donated by individuals.
The three panelists were asked to look at
E;' philanthropy 10 years into the past and 10
~ years into the future. Robert I.Payton, direc-
If tor of the Center on Philanthropy and profes-!sor of philanthropic studies at Indiana Uni-
il' versity, said that philanthropy is a "tradtion
&' that rises out of ancient Israel and Egypt" and
1<' thai it is "one of the most ancient, enduring
:::and powerful forces in the western tradition."
~. Payton said that philanthropy breaks
L:==":====================!"Ed~U::C=.I"lo::n~P~.=D':;.I,:..r down into two ideas charily and the love of
strong liberal arts education. In the global human kind. "Philanthropy is expressed in
the values of community and the need to
society, Fiske said that "we need 10have a improve the quality of life," said Payton.
much broader prospective," achieved As far as the history of philanthropy in
lhrough an "overall vision" for curriculum. America, Payton said that it arose out of the
Fiske expressed the need to depart from a
"ve\crolistofcourses"inwbicbstudenlSadd need for people 10 come together to get
something done when the government didn't
to their schedule from certain specified areas. have the funding.
Ramsey agreed, saying, "We will have 10 "The best thing we can do for the world
encourage a kind of connectedness ... after is to re-export the tradition thai we inherited,"
all, this is what is required 10 survive and
succeed" in a global society.
"We need to make
liberal arts more in
tune with what's
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Panelists
Examine Their
Profession's
Role in the
Global Decade
THE COLLEGE VOICE PUBLISHING GROUP IS
SEEKING mGlD..Y MOTIVAlED PEOPLE TO
BECOME SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE
COllEGE VOICE AND VOICE MAGAZINE.
SALES REPRESENTATIVES ARE PAID mGH
COMMISSIONS FOR EACH ADVERTISEMENT
THEY SELL,
LET US KNOW BY SENDING YOUR NAME,
PHONE NUMBER AND BOX NUMBER TO ASSO-
ClAlE PUBLISHER, THE COllEGE VOICE, BOX
1351 OR CALL 447-1911 EXT. 7236
•
An Exclusively French Educational
Service for University StUdy
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making sure that "each one of our
citizens has the ability to speak
two languages." She feels that the
United States will be hehind other
nations ifwe don't make an effort
to do this.
Kevin MacCarthy, senior
partner of Kevin MacCarthy and
Associates, P.e., added, "Techno-
logical advances are being made
that need to be complimented by
human advances."
MacCarthy stresses the need
for communication and said thaI
"language is an important asset".
The key to the future of educa-
tion, according toPolan, is to teach
students 10 be sure of themselves.
The way 10 do that, she feels, is
through an international program.
"We need to make the liberal
arts education more in tune with
what's going on today," said MaC-
Carthy. '
All of the panelists agreed that
religion and ehtics should be rein-
troduced in to the liberal arts cir-
riculum. Also they felt that self-
discipline was very important.
Polan said of a liberal arts
education, "Use that time 10 ex-
pand, to learn about things that
you'll never again experience,"
